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You can premix your wipes solution and moisten a few wipes when  you're out and about. 
Simply place them into a re-seal-able plastic bag,  or into a travel wipes container and you're
ready to go.  Throw them  into the dirty duds bag or a plastic shopping bag along with your 
diapers when you use them.

  Common Cloth Wipe Solution Ingredients:
  Many  wipe solution recipes contain similar main ingredients, which are used  for the same
reason in each recipe. These are the common ingredients and  why they’re included:
  
  Oil: Helps the wipe glide across baby’s skin and keeps skin soft  
  
  Soap: Cleanses by removing all traces of urine and feces  
  
  EO: (Essential Oil) Added for antibacterial and/or aromatherapy purposes.  
  
  Water: The main ingredient in each recipe, cleanses the diaper area and dilutes the other
ingredients   
  You may want to use the slightly more expensive paper towels like Bounty, as they do not rip
and tear very easily   
  Baby Wipes #1
    

Ingredients:

        
    -  1-2 drops tea tree oil   
    -  1-2 drops lavender oil   
    -  1 cup Distilled water

  

      

Instructions:

    Mix  solution together in a large bowl. Cut paper towel roll in half, using a  large, sharp
kitchen knife and remove center cardboard. Soak the towels  in the solution till thoroughly wet.
Squeeze out excess liquid and  store in an old baby wipe container.   
  
    Baby Wipes #2
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Ingredients:

        
    -  1/2 cup Distilled water   
    -  1 tbs. vinegar (helps combats yeast)   
    -  1/4 cup aloe Vera gel   
    -  1 tbs. calendula oil   
    -  1 drop lavender essential oil   
    -  1 drop tea tree essential oil

  

      

Instructions:

    Mix  solution together in a large bowl. Cut paper towel roll in half, using a  large, sharp
kitchen knife and remove center cardboard. Soak the towels  in the solution till thoroughly wet.
Squeeze out excess liquid and  store in an old baby wipe container.
  
  Baby Wipes #3
    

Ingredients:

        
    -  1/4 cup of baby or olive oil   
    -  2 cups of Distilled water   
    -  1/4 cup Natural baby shampoo.

  

      

Instructions:

    Mix  solution together in a large bowl. Cut paper towel roll in half, using a  large, sharp
kitchen knife and remove center cardboard. Slosh the  towels in the solution till thoroughly wet.
Squeeze out excess liquid  and store in an old baby wipe container.
  
  Baby Wipes #4
    

Ingredients:
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    -  1/2 roll of paper towels (cut in half )  
    -  2 cups distilled water  
    -  1/4 cup Aloe Vera gel  
    -  1 TBS Calendula oil  
    -  2 tsp. of a Natural Baby Shampoo  
    -  2 drops tea tree oil  
    -  2 drops lavender oil

  

      

Instructions:

    

Mix  solution together in a large bowl. Cut paper towel roll in half, using a  large, sharp kitchen
knife and remove center cardboard. Soak the towels  in the solution till thoroughly wet. Squeeze
out excess liquid and  store in an old baby wipe container.

  
  Baby Wipes #5
    

Ingredients:

        
    -  2 TBSP Baby Wash  
    -  2 TBSP Olive Oil or 1 TBSP Calendula Oil  
    -  2 Drops Tea Tree Oil  
    -  2 Cups Water   

      

Instructions:

    

Mix well in a spray bottle or your wipes box. Tea Tree Oil has lovely disinfectant properties
along with  its wonderful, clean smell. .
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Baby Wipes #6
    

Ingredients:

        
    -  1/4 Cup Aloe Vera Gel  
    -  2 Drops Tea Tree Oil   
    -  2 Cups Hot Water   

      

Instructions:

    

Stir or shake until this recipe is well mixed.  Don't use until the mixture cools.

  

  Baby Wipes #7
    

Ingredients:

        
    -  2 Drops Tea Tree Oil  
    -  2 Drops Pure Lavender Oil  
    -  2 Drops Chamomile Oil  
    -  2 Cups Water  
    -  1 Vitamin E Cap   

      

Instructions:

    

Cut open vitamin E caplet and squeeze into the water, and add essential oil drops and mix well.
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